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should be dutiful and respectful to her father-in-law,
and should, in fact, conform to the Hindu usage in
respect to her father and mother-in-law. My other
daughters who have fathers-in-law do this; they appear
before them veiled, never speak to them, and do obeisance
by touching the feet. They conform to the Hindu usage
with respect to their husbands' parents, and I like this. We
need not in these small matters hurt the feelings of seniors
by departing from old Hindu customs. We depart from
them only where, we should do so. in principle. On principle,
inter-caste marriage is a duty with us, because it unites the
divided and enfeebled nation, and we should establish this
principle (as well as widow marriage etc.) safely and
securely in our little society, so that the greater Hindu
society, of which we are only a portion and the advanced
guard, may take heart and follow. I cannot tell you how
deeply I have felt this for years past; of my two novels,
Sansar goes in for widow marriage, and Samaj, of
which the first few chapters have gone to SahUya3 goes
in for inter-caste marriage."
This view of a matured reformer can hardly be im-
proved upon. The ostentatious act of defiance of the con-
ventional norms, however outdated, is merely a reflection
of the ego of the person concerned. It does not help in
modifying or removing the harmful practices. On the other
hand, it tends to make attitudes more rigid, and thus retard
the process of reform. A reformer who is anxious for
real reform must, therefore, necessarily concentrate on the
essentials.
The impact of Romesh Dutt on contemporary Indian
society was thus that of a leader who in social, economic
and political spheres thought well ahead not only of the
masses but even of the bulk of the educated classes, and

